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Executive Summary 

 Carbon offsets can serve several roles in advancing the goals of climate 

change mitigation.  

 But carbon offsets are a challenging environmental commodity, most 

obviously because of the difficulty in differentiating between 

“additional” tons that can serve as offsets, and “non-additional” tons 

that need to be kept out of offset markets. 

 The processes in use today to qualify carbon offsets are not doing a 

sufficient job in making the distinction between “additional” and “non-

additional” tons. Thus, the environmental integrity of offset markets 

today is probably much lower than generally assumed.

 To complicate matters, carbon offsets are at a critical juncture. As 

countries around the world act to reduce their GHG emissions, the 

number of tons that should qualify as carbon offsets will decline. At the 

same time, carbon offset demand will expand as more companies and 

products strive for carbon neutrality, and as the aviation and maritime 

sectors start using offsets to legitimize growth in their emissions. 

 A growing demand for offsets will put greater pressure on the 

environmental integrity of offset markets. This could result in 

compelling calls to abandon the use of carbon offsets altogether. 

 It is time to explore options for reforming carbon offset qualification 

processes to do a better job of preserving the environmental integrity of 

offset markets. 

 In particular, we should look for reforms that incentivize offset 

purchasers to seek out higher quality offsets.  

 More transparency, including scoring the performance of proposed 

offsets along a “confidence continuum,” is an option worth exploring. 

Such an Offset Qualification Scoring System is already available.



Preface 

Carbon offsets have been an integral part of the climate change mitigation 
conversation for decades. Today, the use of offsets is poised to increase as more 
and more individuals and companies want to be carbon neutral, and as some 
industrial sectors (such as the aviation and maritime sectors) look to use offsets 
to legitimize growth in their Scope 1 emissions. However, the supply of potential 
offsets will decline as more countries mandate reductions in the GHG emissions 
of more sectors of their economies. It’s a good time to re-evaluate the goals and 
practice of carbon offsets.  

In 1988, I was hired by the World Resources Institute to do the analytical work 
on the first carbon offset project, an agroforestry project in Guatemala 
implemented by the relief organization CARE. In 1991, I launched the first U.S. 
consulting firm to focus on private-sector climate risk assessment and 
management. Much of our early work involved carbon markets and offsets. I 
worked extensively with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
on land use-based mitigation strategies, including the role and design of carbon 
offset projects. Later I was Director of Global Consulting for EcoSecurities, a key 
carbon market player, and then Director of Climate Risk for DNV GL, at the time 
one of the largest carbon market verifiers. 

I have always seen carbon offsets as being able to play a useful role in climate 
change mitigation efforts. However, offsets (and carbon markets and carbon 
pricing) only make sense if they advance the goal of climate change mitigation. 
When it comes to carbon offsets in particular, many observers have long raised 
questions about whether carbon offsets are actually advancing that goal. This 
paper shows why the current approach to approving carbon offsets is almost 
Carbon offset markets have always faced an enormous environmental 
performance challenge. The reasons are simple: 1) It is hard to 

differentiate between tons that should and should not qualify as carbon 
offsets; and 2) there are far more tons that shouldn’t qualify, than tons 
that should. The risk that offset markets will be dominated by tons that 

shouldn’t have been allowed to qualify as carbon offsets is very real.  
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certainly undermining the environmental performance of carbon offset markets 
and explores one approach to solving the problem.  
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1. Setting the Offsets Stage 

In many ways, GHGs, including carbon dioxide, are the ultimate tradeable 
pollutants. They mix rapidly in the atmosphere and don’t pose immediate health 
risks, so GHGs don’t have the “hot spots” that we see with sulfur dioxide. For 
the same reason, it does not matter from the standpoint of global climate 
change where GHGs are emitted to or removed from the atmosphere. Emissions 
reductions on the other side of the planet can have the same climate change 
mitigation benefit as emissions reductions next door. But because the cost of 
emissions reductions varies widely around the world and across different GHGs, 
offsets can reduce the cost of achieving a given emissions reduction target.   

The first carbon offset project was undertaken in 1988 by energy company 
Applied Energy Services (now just AES) with the support of the World Resources 
Institute in Washington, DC. Since then, the use of carbon offsets has become 
common. We now have more than 30 years of experience with voluntary carbon 
offsets and 20 years of experience with compliance-based carbon offsets.  

Offsets are part of almost every proposed cap-and-trade program at the state or 
federal levels in the United States, as well as internationally. However, offsets 
complicate the verification of emissions reduction targets. Once offsets are 
allowed into a cap-and trade program, we can no longer verify achievement of 
an emissions target simply by adding up the total emissions of regulated 
entities. Now, we also have to account for the offsets’ environmental 
performance in mitigating climate change. While voluntary carbon offset 
markets aren’t subject to the same verification needs, we obviously still want to 
know that voluntary markets contribute to climate change mitigation. 

The environmental performance of carbon offsets depends on our being able to 
distinguish “additional” from “non-additional” emissions reduction and carbon 
sequestration tons. That’s because GHG emissions reductions in one place can’t 

 
“Additional” emissions reductions for carbon offset purposes
are reductions that can be traced back to the existence of, 

operation of, and/or financial incentives created by a carbon 
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“offset” emissions somewhere else unless they are additional to the reductions 
occurring in the absence of the carbon market.  

market, whether voluntary or regulated.



2. Does Additionality Really Matter? 

Before diving into details of how one can evaluate and qualify emissions 
reductions as carbon offsets, let’s explore the question: “does additionality 
really matter?” It is common, for example, to hear the argument that “climate 
change is an emergency; we need to do everything we can to prevent it, and we 
shouldn’t waste time on details like offset additionality.” Even if carbon offsets 
aren’t perfect, this line of argument goes, they’re “good enough.” 

But is that really true? Before answering this question, it’s useful to have a 
sense of why determining additionality is such a challenge. Here’s a simple 
example. Some people have always ridden their bicycles to work, which results 
in avoided — but not “additional” — GHG emissions. Establishing a carbon 
offset market might incentivize more people to ride their bicycles to work; those 
emissions reductions would be “additional” because they are attributable to the 
new offset market. The question is, how do we differentiate between “non-
additional” and “additional” bike riders (and their emissions reductions)?  

More importantly for this discussion, what happens if we don’t worry about 
additionality at all? The figure at left provides a decade-old back-of-the-
envelope answer to this question. It quantifies almost two billion tons of “non-
additional” CO2 emissions that were being avoided every year in the United 
States through mass transit programs, tree planting mandates, nuclear energy 
generation, renewable energy incentives, and other programs and behaviors 
having nothing to do with the existence of a carbon market (including a small 
sliver labeled bicycle commuting). Note that today, “coal displacement by 
natural gas” would add a large new slice to the pie and substantially increase 
total “avoided emissions.”  

Most of the pie slices in the figure at left reflect activities that a carbon offset 
market could expand in order to lead to more GHG emissions reductions and 
carbon sequestration. Completely ignoring “additionality” would allow most or 
all of the “avoided” tons shown in the figure to qualify as carbon offsets. The 
box at left illustrates the logical fallacy of such an outcome.   

e  
t  

“
t  
Let’s pretend for a moment that the avoided emissions shown in the 
figure above and global GHG emissions were each equal to two billion 

tons per year. It’s intuitively obvious that the two billion tons of 
avoided emissions can’t “offset” the two billion tons of actual 

emissions. To do so would be the same as arguing that net global  
missions are zero. We know that’s not true since CO2 concentrations in
he atmosphere continue to increase every year. The bottom line is that

the avoided emissions shown in the figure can’t offset remaining actual 
emissions. Only “additional” emissions reductions (or “additional” 

carbon sequestration) can offset actual emissions, since the 
additional” tons are created through the workings of the offset market 
o serve that exact purpose. Without the existence of the offset market,
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those “additional” tons would not exist at all.



Of course, U.S. avoided emissions are just a fraction of the many billions of tons 
of emissions being “avoided” globally, not to mention the hundreds of billions of 
tons of carbon removed from the atmosphere every year by soils, plants, 
forests, and oceans.  

That’s why we can’t ignore “additionality.” Every “non-additional” ton approved 
as a carbon offset displaces an “additional” ton of emissions reduction or carbon 
sequestration. As a result, every “non-additional” ton marginally undermines 
the climate change mitigation performance of the market. Displace enough 
“additional” tons and the market will fail to mitigate climate change at all.  

Because it is so challenging, getting additionality right has been by far the 
biggest challenge facing carbon offset markets over the last 30 years. This isn’t 
the message you will hear from some carbon offset providers new to carbon 
offset markets. They characterize the biggest problems facing carbon offsets as 
poor quantification, double-counting, and even fraud that results in offsets 
being sold multiple times. They argue that Blockchain-tracked carbon offsets are 
a big part of the solution, and that the reliable quantification of offsets is more 
important than establishing additionality. These arguments run counter to 30 
years of experience with carbon offsets and a massive carbon offsets literature.  

This paper will not provide a comprehensive review of the carbon offsets 
literature. You can access that literature in the Climate Web, a comprehensive 
knowledge management system for climate change. Clicking on this paragraph 
If there were 100 tons of potentially “additional” tons for every ton 
of “non-additional” emissions reductions or carbon sequestration, 
additionality wouldn’t be a big issue. However, the numbers are 

actually reversed. There are more than 100 “non-additional” tons 
for every potential ton of “additional” reductions. Just a small 
fraction of those “non-additional” tons finding their way into 

carbon offset markets will undermine the climate change 
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will take you to the Carbon Offsets Index Entry in the Climate Web.performance of those markets. 

https://bra.in/5qa7om
https://bra.in/5qa7om
https://bra.in/5qa7om
https://bra.in/5qa7om
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3. The Bigger Offsets Picture 

Additionality is not the only variable necessary to qualify a ton of emissions 
reductions or sequestration as a carbon offset. The criteria normally discussed 
in qualifying carbon offsets are:  

 If an emissions reduction is attributable to the existence of a market for 
those reductions, then it is “additional.”  

 If an emissions reduction can’t be reversed, then it is “permanent.”  

 If an emissions reduction is not subject to market forces that might counter 
an emissions reduction in one place with an emissions increase in another, 
then it is not subject to “leakage.”  

 Emissions reductions should be “quantifiable.”  

 Emissions reductions should not be subject to double-counting or being sold 
more than once.   

Describing offset criteria is pretty straightforward. But implementing them is 
not. Both “technical” and “behavioral” problems exist in putting the criteria into 
practice.  

First the “technical” problems:  

 Tracing the motivation for emissions reductions back to the existence of a 
market for those reductions (additionality) is challenging. We’ve already 
discussed the problem of distinguishing between “additional” and “not 
additional” bike riders. That challenge exists for almost every potential 
offset source. In fact, we can almost never be absolutely certain as to 
whether a ton of emissions reduction or carbon sequestration is or is not 
being driven by the existence of an offset market. 

 Predicting the future is difficult. Qualifying emissions reductions as offsets 
usually must be done before the emissions reductions occur. One 
implication of this is we can never be certain if emissions reduction or 
carbon sequestration tons that seem additional today might have occurred 
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on their own in the future. They might be driven by new technologies, new 
public policies, economic trends, and other factors. Can we go back later 
and verify the additionality of emissions reductions? No. As soon as we 
qualify an emissions reduction or carbon sequestration ton as a carbon 
offset, we give up the ability to empirically observe the “no carbon market 
baseline.” In fact, the idea that carbon offset “verifiers” can verify the 
additionality of offsets is an enduring but total misconception. 

 Quantifying potential leakage is difficult. Shutting down a factory might 
reduce emissions in one location. However, market forces will likely 
counteract that reduction by causing other factories to increase production 
of the product. How do we assess the likelihood of leakage for any given 
emissions reduction, much less quantify it? In the case just mentioned, 
leakage is likely to be close to 100%. Many cases are not as easy to assess 
and quantify.  

 Ensuring permanence can be challenging. Some emissions reductions are 
inherently permanent, but others (biological systems in particular) are not. 
Let’s say we protect a tropical forest against deforestation and qualify the 
associated emissions reductions as carbon offsets. But what if that 
protection disappears 10 years from now, or even 50 years from now, and 
the forest is cut down? How do we assess and internalize the risk of 
“reversal” for relevant emissions reduction or carbon sequestration? 

There are also behavioral problems that interfere with efforts to “get offsets 
right.” Carbon offsets are a risky business. Public policies driving carbon offset 
markets can change. Offset prices can rise and fall unpredictably. The rules and 
policies surrounding carbon offsets can change, potentially disqualifying 
previously approved carbon offsets. Finally, carbon offset projects can fail for all 
kinds of reasons. The carbon offsets business poses plenty of risks, at least if 
we’re talking about “additional” tons. That’s where the “behavioral” problems 
come in: 
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 The bigger the business risks, the greater the risk of “willful blindness” in 
reducing those risks. For project developers, the “non-additional” tons 
we’ve discussed will be the lowest-cost and lowest-risk sources of emissions 
reductions if they can get them approved as carbon offsets. We are not 
suggesting that project developers will have nefarious intent in finding non-
additional reductions to try and get approved as offsets. They may have 
convinced themselves that their reductions really do deserve to be qualified 
as offsets. In her 2011 book Willful Blindness, Margaret Heffernan notes: 
“In . . . climate change, all the forces of willful blindness come together like 
synchronized swimmers in a spectacular water ballet.” It’s an inevitable 
problem for carbon offset developers and markets.  

 Carbon offset information asymmetry magnifies the importance of “willful 
blindness.” When reviewing a proposed emissions reduction for carbon 
offset status, evaluators usually only know what the project developer 
submits with a project’s documentation. Since project developers know a 
lot more about a project than the evaluators ever can, they can take 
advantage of that information asymmetry by picking and choosing 
information that tends to support the case for qualifying an emissions 
reduction as a carbon offset, while failing to include information that does 
not support it. This adds to the uncertainty surrounding carbon offset 
proposals.  
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4. How Carbon Offsets Get Approved 

The discussion above paints a picture of substantial uncertainty regarding our 
ability to differentiate valid emissions reductions and carbon sequestration tons 
from those that shouldn’t qualify as carbon offsets. That is the reality facing 
carbon offset markets.  

Early in the history of carbon offsets, there was discussion about creating a list 
of emissions reduction types that would be eligible for carbon offset status — 
what was termed a “positive list.” In effect, only emissions reduction and carbon 
sequestration types that would perform well against offset criteria would make 
it onto the positive list, presumably ensuring the environmental integrity of the 
offset pool.   

Unfortunately, the positive list approach was dropped at the time for reasons 
including that: 

 Most market participants saw a positive list as a threat to a vibrant (and 
profitable) global offset market. They didn’t want to see offset options 
narrowly constrained. 

 Market participants feared that it would take a long time to generate a 
positive list, and that startup of the market would be delayed.  

 There was concern that offset prices associated with a positive list approach 
would be much higher than had been anticipated, thus denying the world 
cost-effective climate change mitigation.  

 Policy makers didn’t really want to take on the daunting and expensive task 
of assembling and maintaining a positive list.  

Dropping the idea of a “positive list” at the time meant that proponents of a 
carbon market had to find an alternative method of qualifying carbon offsets. 
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This usually ended up being a stakeholder-driven process, and stakeholders with 
a direct interest in offset markets often had a big influence on the resulting 
qualification process. Particularly when it came to 1) the potential purchasers of 
carbon offsets, who wanted access to low-cost offsets for voluntary and 
compliance market purposes; and 2) the potential providers of carbon offsets, 
who wanted to manage business risks by being able to get relatively low cost 
and low risk emissions reductions approved as carbon offsets.  

Stakeholders who wanted to protect the environmental integrity of offset 
markets or who wanted to deliver a robust price signal through offset markets 
were substantially outnumbered. And the concerns listed above regarding a 
positive list approach to offset qualification ended up guiding the process in a 
distinctly non-positive list direction.  

Today, carbon offset qualification systems can best be described as “we’ll tell 
you the criteria for carbon offsets, you make your best case that those criteria 
are being met, and we’ll tell you whether your proposal  is good enough to 
qualify as a carbon offset.”

Early on, however, demonstrating (and evaluating) additionality was recognized 
as a problem. Tracing an emissions reduction back to the existence of the 
carbon market — the fundamental definition of additionality — involves huge 
uncertainties. Almost everyone involved in the offset qualification process 
wanted to develop an easier way to demonstrate compliance with the 
“additionality” criterion. 

Accordingly, offset qualifiers came up with a number of proxies for 
“additionality:” 

 A financial test, seeking to evaluate whether a proposed carbon offset 
project depends on carbon offset revenues to be financially viable. The 
larger the impact on a project’s viability, the clearer the presumed 
additionality. 
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 A barriers-based test, seeking to evaluate whether a project faces 
substantial implementation barriers. The bigger the barriers, the clearer the 
presumed additionality.  

 A regulation-based test, seeking to evaluate whether a proposed emissions 
reduction or carbon sequestration project is already mandated by law or 
regulation. The more discretionary the project, the clearer the presumed 
additionality. 

 A common practice-based test, seeking to evaluate the degree to which the 
technology in question is already in use in the way proposed by the carbon 
offset project. The less common a practice, the clearer the presumed 
additionality.   

The idea that each of these tests is actually an “additionality test,” and that a 
positive test result should be seen as proof that the reduction or sequestration 
is traceable back to the existence of a carbon market, is an enduring 
misconception. These “tests” are nothing more than imperfect additionality 
proxies, and should be interpreted and implemented as such.  

Against this carbon offset qualification backdrop, a threshold-based approach to 
offset qualification has evolved in which an emissions reduction or carbon 
sequestration ton “does” or “does not” pass the test to become a carbon offset. 
Given the magnitude of the uncertainties actually faced in evaluating potential 
carbon offsets, it should come as no surprise that offset qualification processes, 
particularly with respect to additionality, have often turned into sophisticated 
creative writing exercises. Aggravated by the information asymmetry discussed 
in Section 5.1, and driven by the desire of market participants to bring lots of 
low risk and low cost offsets to market, it is hard to imagine that a lot of non-
additional tons have not been finding their way into those offset markets. 



5.  Where Are Offsets Going Wrong?

We demonstrated in Section 2 that it will always be challenging to preserve the 
environmental integrity of offset markets. Even a small fraction of non-
additional tons finding their way into offset markets would undermine or negate 
their environmental performance. 

Most analysis of carbon offset additionality in the literature suggests that many 
“non-additional” tons are finding their way into carbon offset markets and 
undermining their environmental performance. No one knows for sure whether 
we’re talking about 40% or 80% of offsets; however, it’s almost certainly a much 
higher percentage than most observers would consider acceptable.  

Today, if you randomly go into the voluntary carbon market to purchase offsets, 
you are effectively spinning a wheel that may well look something like the wheel 
at left when it comes to environmental performance. Click on it to spin it. 

If you do your research and work hard to look for quality offsets, you can 
probably improve your odds as shown in the second wheel. Spin it a few times 
to see the difference. But the odds when it comes to environmental 
performance still aren’t great! 

Why aren’t carbon offset qualification processes resulting in offset “pools” 
characterized by robust environmental integrity? Here are a few key reasons:    

5.1 Gaming of the System 

In accordance with having to demonstrate that a proposed ton meets offset 
criteria including additionality, project developers generally submit a paperwork 
package that makes their best case with respect to satisfying the evaluative 
criteria previously mentioned. They explain in that package why an emissions 
reduction or carbon sequestration project should be considered additional, how 
it can be quantified, why it won’t suffer from a lot of leakage or fraud, and why 
the emissions reductions should be considered permanent. The information 

 
 

 

Note: To really understand offset standards and to evaluate 
how well offset standards are working, you need to approach
the topic through the principles and terminology of statistical
hypothesis testing. We don’t do that in the main part of this 

paper, but we do in the two Annexes that follow the paper. If
you’re willing to explore the topic, we urge you to read the 
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Annexes. 

https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=Medium+Confidence&c2=Low+Confidence&c3=Medium+Confidence&c4=LowConfidence&c5=Medium+Confidence&c6=Low+Confidence&c7=High+Confidence&c8=Low+Confidence&col=light&t=Additionality+Confidence+(Typical+Offset+Purchase)&time=4
https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=High+Confidence&c2=Low+Confidence&c3=Medium+Confidence&c4=High+Confidence&c5=Medium+Confience&c6=Low+Confidence&c7=Low+Confidence&c8=Medium+Confidence&col=light&t=Additionality+Confidence+(Careful+Offset+Purchase)&time=4


asymmetry working in favor of project developers creates a big advantage in 
making a convincing offset case. And the thousands of people working in the 
carbon offset industry reinforce each other’s efforts to identify weaknesses in 
offset protocols.  

There is nothing inherently nefarious about this kind of gaming. It occurs in any 
industry subject to rulemaking. But if the offset qualification process is not 
sufficiently robust, the environmental performance of the resulting offset pool 
will suffer.  

5.2 Threshold-Based Standards Are Misleading  

The fundamental problem with the carbon offset qualification system described 
above is that it suggests we can be certain about whether an emissions 
reduction or carbon sequestration ton should or should not qualify as a carbon 
offset.  

In reality, we can’t be at all certain about that. All we can really know when 
trying to distinguish between tons that should and shouldn’t be approved as 
carbon offsets is how confident we are in a proposed emissions reduction or 
carbon sequestration ton’s performance against the carbon offset criteria. 
Because of the uncertainties surrounding application of those criteria (in 
particular the criterion of “additionality”), it is rare to be able to say with 
absolute certainty that “yes, this emissions reduction IS a legitimate carbon 

w

offset,” or “no, this emissions reduction is NOT a legitimate carbon offset.” 

We can think of all potential carbon offsets as lying along an offset quality 
continuum ranging from very low to very high. One way to integrate that 
confidence continuum into an offset qualification system is to quantify it, e.g. 

How Reliable an Offset?

h
The Confidence Continuum
Very Lo
 Very Hig
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from 0 to 1,000. At its simplest, each offset criterion could be individually scored 
based on how strongly a given project performs against the   “ideal” for that 
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criterion. The individual criterion scores can then be summed to a combined 
offset qualification score.  

Different sources of emissions reductions can perform quite differently when it 
comes to where they fall along the confidence continuum. The sectoral 
“additionality profile” of emissions reductions varies substantially, as shown in 
the figure at left. Similarly, the permanence, leakage, quantifiability, and other 
profiles will often vary systematically across sectors.   

Note that while a confidence continuum reflects the reality of distinguishing 
between tons that should or should not be qualified as carbon offsets, it is very 
different from the threshold-based approach used in carbon offset qualification 
systems today. 

5.3 The Resulting Market Incentives Are Wrong 

One implication of the threshold-based approach to offset qualification used 
today is that all tons that manage to cross the threshold are characterized as 
equally effective at mitigating climate change. At the same time, all tons that fail 
to get across the threshold are characterized as equally unable to mitigate 
climate change. This contradicts the reality of a confidence continuum, since 
projects just above and just below the threshold point are almost identical in 
their offset performance. But most problematic is that it leads to several 
undesirable outcomes: 

 It encourages project developers to bring to market the lowest confidence, 
lowest cost, and lowest risk tons that can get across the “good enough” 
threshold, creating a low common denominator offset pool.  

 It provides buyers with no incentive to purchase emissions reduction and 
carbon sequestration tons higher on the confidence continuum. Since all 
qualifying reductions are seen as equivalent in terms of their offset status, 
buyers will focus on the lowest cost offsets available.  
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 It puts project developers wanting to bring to market high confidence 
emissions reductions at a big competitive disadvantage. Who’s going to buy 
a $30 offset (reflecting a high confidence emissions reduction) if a $5 offset 
is available (even if it reflects a much lower confidence emissions 
reduction). 

Overall, the market signals created by today’s threshold-based offset 
qualification systems drive offset markets towards a low common denominator 
on the confidence continuum, rather than driving them towards high confidence 
tons. These factors reinforce the likelihood that many “non-additional” tons are 
finding their way into carbon offset markets and undermining the markets’ 
environmental performance.  
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6. Fixing the Problems with Offsets  

An obvious question based on the discussion so far is “can we do better?” If not, 
perhaps we should give up on carbon offsets as little more than a distraction 
from the dramatic steps needed to achieve global mitigation targets.   

Obviously, the opportunity exists to do better. Going back to a positive list 
approach for offsets, for example, could help depending on how such a list is 
defined and implemented. It would certainly remove large quantities of non-
additional tons from being proposed as carbon offsets. However, a positive list 
would disrupt offset markets, as well as the infrastructure surrounding those 
markets. The prospect of such a change is small.  

What about a less draconian option that would still have an impact in advancing 
the environmental performance of carbon offsets? The question we are focus 
on below is whether we can take advantage of the reality of a confidence 
continuum in the offset qualification process to drive the market toward higher 
confidence tons, rather than encouraging a race to the bottom and lower 
confidence tons? Getting away from the idea that we can determine with 
certainty whether a particular project is or is not additional, or “does or does 
not” qualify as a carbon offset, as well as getting away from suggesting that all 
emissions reductions able to pass a threshold test are “equally good” offsets. 

In section 5.2 of the paper we introduced the idea of evaluating proposed 
carbon offsets using an offset qualification score. This score would tell us how 
potential offsets are distributed along the offset quality confidence continuum, 
and how effectively emissions reduction and carbon sequestration projects and 
tons perform against carbon offset criteria. Switching from a subjective and 
threshold-based to a scoring-based carbon offset qualification system would 
result in a more informed and robust carbon offset market than exists today.  

A scoring-based approach would change many of the incentives that currently 
hinder the environmental performance of offset markets. Today, offset 
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purchasers can’t tell whether they are buying an offset that represents a 200 or 
a 600 score on the 0-1,000 confidence continuum. If purchasers had that 
information, who would want to purchase a 200 score offset? Project 
developers would see an opportunity to bring many more 800 score projects to 
market; they would know that they could charge higher prices for higher-scored 
tons.  

Implementing a scoring system for regulated offsets is a bit more complicated. 
While some compliance purchasers would be willing to pay for higher 
confidence offsets, many compliance purchasers might not care what they are 
buying as long as the tons count against their compliance targets. Some 
compliance purchasers would take advantage of the ability to purchase low-cost 
offsets scoring only 50 or 100 (out of a potential 1,000). However, market 
regulators could declare that only offsets scoring above a certain score, e.g. 500 
or 600, would qualify as compliance tons.  

Such a scoring system already exists and could easily be brought to market. The 
scoring system was developed more than a decade ago by one of the major 
carbon trading houses. It was never adopted, however, despite considerable 
interest in the idea. Some parts of the company were convinced that a subset of 
offset buyers would be interested in higher confidence reductions and would 
pay a premium for them. Other parts of the company, however, feared 
(correctly) that a scoring-based system would undercut the marketability of the 
lower confidence portions of the company’s offset portfolio. They also feared 
that being the only company to adopt such a system could put the company at a 
significant competitive disadvantage.  

The Offset Qualification Scoring System arises out of the simple scoring system 
described above, but is more complicated than simply summing criterion-
specific scores. We briefly describe some of the key attributes of the scoring 
system below; more information is available upon request.  

The Offset Qualification Scoring System consists of two main elements. First is 
the Offset Qualification Scoring Tool, which generates a total score of between 0 
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and 1,000 points. In doing so, the Scoring Tool reflects a series of needs 
associated with making such a Scoring System practical:   

 The Scoring Tool incorporates criteria other than those normally required 
for carbon offsets, e.g. co-benefits or advancement of sustainable 
development goals. The Tool allows those criteria to be incorporated 
directly into the 1-1,000 Offset Qualification Score, rather than needing to 
screen for them later.  

 The Scoring Tool weights the criteria to guide the assignment of points 
toward the overall Offset Qualification Score.   

 In scoring Additionality, the Scoring Tool uses several additionality proxies. 
The better a project performs across the different proxies, the higher its 
additionality score. In addition, in scoring Additionality the Scoring Tool 
accounts for uncertainty and missing information by incorporating a 
separate “Data Confidence” step. This allows evaluators to arrive at their 
best estimate when it comes to scoring a particular additionality proxy, 
while also being able to account for their confidence or lack of confidence in 
that estimate. The higher the combined estimate and confidence level, the 
higher the score for that additionality proxy.  

 The most innovative element of the Offset Qualification Scoring Tool is the 
inverse weighting assigned to the additionality criterion in the overall Offset 
Qualification Score. As a project’s additionality score increases (as discussed 
just above), the overall weighting of the additionality criterion as part of the 
Offset Qualification Score decreases. This makes it impossible for a project 
to generate a high Offset Qualification Score without a high additionality 
score. At the same time, a high additionality score cannot by itself generate 
a high overall Offset Qualification Score. This tells purchasers that an 800 or 
900 score project is truly at the high end of the confidence continuum based 
on all of the criteria included in the weighting system.  
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 In order to make sure that the scoring system is arriving at replicable 
results, the Scoring Tool’s help system lays out the methodology in detail, 
with guidance and examples for how each variable should be scored based 
on multiple sample projects’ performance against each criterion. This does 
not totally remove subjectivity; it should, however, substantially increase 
the consistency of the result across different project evaluators.  

So what does the offset wheel look like for an Offset Qualification Score of 800? 
Spin the wheel at left. Note that even an 800 score does not actually guarantee 
an offset with high environmental performance. Many of the original sources of 
uncertainty in evaluating potential offsets still remain. But purchasing an 800 
score offset makes the likelihood that you are getting a high environmental 
performance offset far more likely than is the case in today’s offset market (as 
reflected in the two previous offset wheels).  

https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=High+Performance&c2=High+Performance&c3=Medium+Performance&c4=High+Performance&c5=Medium+Performance&c6=Low+Performance&c7=High+Performance&c8=High+Performance&col=light&t=Environmental+Performance++(800+Score)&time=4
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7. Conclusions 

We have made relatively little progress in tackling climate over the last 30 years. 

The situation is becoming more urgent as time passes.   

Carbon offsets got their start more than 30 years ago as a means by which 
companies could recognize climate change as a problem and start taking steps 
to fight climate change, both slippery corporate slopes, at low cost and with 
little opposition. The first offsets cost just pennies per ton; in retrospect, many 
of those early offsets could be characterized as ”greenwishing.” 

You can explore the recent genesis of the term “greenwishing” here in the 
Climate Web. 

Over time, we have learned how hard it is to implement carbon offsets in ways 
that maintain the environmental integrity of carbon markets. Too many of the 
operative incentive structures tend to prioritize low cost and low risk offsets, 
rather than environmental integrity.  

While carbon offset greenwishing could be explained away in its early years, at 
some point many carbon offsets have transitioned from greenwishing to 
greenwashing. If high-quality offsets can be purchased for $30, but no one buys 
them because low-quality offsets are available for $5, and offset markets enable 
that outcome, that’s greenwashing. All things being equal, greenwashing is only 
going to get worse as the supply of legitimate offsets declines while the demand 
for offsets increases.  

If you’re interested in using carbon offsets as a meaningful climate change 
mitigation tool, I hope you’ll support the exploration of ways to modify how we 
think about carbon offsets. That’s what we’ve tried to do in this paper.  

Dr. Mark C. Trexler 
The Climatographers 

https://bra.in/3pWE9Y
https://bra.in/3pWE9Y
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Annex 1: Carbon Offset Standards and Hypothesis 
Testing 

Establishing a standard for qualifying carbon offsets is not much different from 
establishing a standard for pregnancy test kits. In both cases, we are setting up a 
hypothesis test. When it comes to a standard for carbon offset additionality, our 
hypothesis is that the emissions reductions from the project can be attributed 
to the existence and operation of the carbon market (the definition of 
additionality). When it comes to developing a pregnancy test kit, our hypothesis 
is that a positive result means you’re actually pregnant.  

As with any hypothesis testing, we encounter two kinds of errors. Type 1 error, 
referred to as the generation of “false positives,” involves concluding that the 
hypothesis is true when it actually isn’t. In the case of offsets, this means that 
evaluators are mistakenly accepting non-additional emissions reductions into 
the offset pool as additional. In the case of pregnancy testing, it means getting a 
positive test result when you’re not actually pregnant. 

Type 2 error, referred to as the generation of “false negatives,” involves 
rejecting the hypothesis even though it is actually true. In the case of offsets, 
this means that evaluators are mistakenly excluding additional reductions from 
the offset pool. In the case of pregnancy testing, it means getting a negative test 
result when you actually are pregnant.  

Watch this short video for an introduction to Type 1 and Type 2 errors in the 
context of pregnancy testing (and why additionality testing is so analogous)

Both kinds of error are inevitable in hypothesis testing; there is generally no 
such thing as a perfect test. We also know that it is impossible to minimize both 
errors at the same time. If you focus on squeezing down Type 1 error (false 
positives in the offset pool) by strict offset additionality qualification criteria, 
you will end up with more Type 2 error (excluding false negatives from the 

https://youtu.be/5W3akTVcfWw
https://youtu.be/5W3akTVcfWw
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offset pool). The same applies in reverse. If you focus on squeezing down Type 2 
error (false negatives) to make the offset pool as large and cost-effective as 
possible, Type 1 error (false positives) will inevitably balloon in magnitude. The 
same goes for pregnancy testing. The more you want to avoid the emotional 
disruption of a false positive pregnancy result by reducing those false readings, 
the more often you will get the emotional disruption of a false negative 
pregnancy result.  

What this means is that someone has to balance the two sources of error, 
depending on whether one error type is significantly more disruptive than the 
other. There is no “right answer” when it comes to balancing the number of 
false positives allowed into the offset pool and the number of false negatives 
excluded from the offset pool. Ideally, however, someone would make a 
decision about how to balance the two errors. For example, declaring that no 
more than 20% of approved offsets should be “false positives” would provide 
valuable guidance in designing carbon offset additionality protocol.  

Unfortunately, carbon market policy makers don’t seem to understand 
hypothesis testing, and don’t seem to understand that carbon offset 
additionality represents a typical hypothesis testing challenge. Market policy 
makers — whether in regulated or voluntary carbon markets — simply say (and 
no doubt believe) they are designing “a high quality offset program.” But this 
term has no meaning without consideration of how one is balancing the two 
error types.  

The paper you can download through this link is one of the only examples of 
an in-depth analysis of how hypothesis testing applies to carbon offset 
additionality testing and of the importance of policy guidance to the result.

https://bra.in/2jrdW5
https://bra.in/2jrdW5
https://bra.in/2jrdW5
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Annex 2: Can We Measure the Environmental Integrity 

of Carbon Offset Markets? 

In this paper, we’ve documented the challenge of developing an offset 
qualification process, particularly in light of the importance of additionality. We 
have also shown the difficulty of reliably evaluating additionality.  

It’s reasonable to ask the next question: how imperfect are carbon offset 
markets? We’ve noted in this paper that it seems likely that many non-
additional tons are finding their way into offset pools, undermining their 
environmental performance. We’ve noted that big drivers in carbon offset 
markets have been the goals of providing low cost offsets to benefit purchasers 
and low risk offsets to benefit project developers. 

But do offset pools contain 5% non-additional tons or 40%, or even 80% non-
additional tons? In other words, how biased towards the goals of offset 
compliance purchasers and project developers have offset qualification systems 
become? The low costs that prevail in most offset markets suggest that not 
many false negatives are excluded and that many false positives are allowed in.  
There is pretty much something for everyone in this outcome, with the caveat 
that we know that this outcome will undercut the environmental integrity of the 
resulting offset pool.   

Framing additionality testing as just another kind of hypothesis testing helps 
clarify the key questions facing any evaluation of how additionality testing has 
performed when it comes to offset markets:  

 What fraction of the offset pool is composed of “false positives?”  

 How many “false negatives” are excluded from the offset pool?  

Unfortunately, you’d be hard pressed to find more than the occasional 
discussion of Type 1 and Type 2 error in the offset literature.  
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Most analyses that suggest offset markets are doing a good job with 
additionality testing don’t even raise the issue of Type 1 and Type 2 error. The 
article abstract shown at left is one example. Commonly cited as “evidence” of 
the “additionality” of forestry offsets under California’s trading system, the 
article actually demonstrates nothing of the sort.  

Watch this short video for a review of published assertions that 
implementation of California’s Forestry Offset Protocol has been shown result 
in a highly “additional” offset pool. 

So while we could in principle evaluate the environmental integrity of carbon 

offset markets using the tools of hypothesis testing, we’re not aware of any 

cases in which it has been done.  

https://youtu.be/mY49tDFQZ2I
https://youtu.be/mY49tDFQZ2I
https://youtu.be/mY49tDFQZ2I

